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ABSTRACT 

Astronika specializes in the development of space 

mechanisms employing non-magnetic beryllium copper 

tubular booms. This technology was used by the team in 

the Radio Wave Instrument (RWI) designed for the 

JUICE mission to measure electric field. The RWI will 

be located on the last segment of a deployable 

MAGBOOM to maximize the distance from the 

satellite’s magnetic elements. This location, in addition 

to the obvious requirement for low mass, entailed a 

challenge to mitigate any dynamic disturbances 

generated by single-shot antenna deployment. 

To comply with the requirements for a very compact and 

light solution, a “leading reel” antenna was chosen as the 

lightest possible design, albeit still suffering from high 

and uncontrolled deployment speed. To prevent this, 

Astronika developed an innovative passive damping 

system whose implementation in the RWI QM resulted 

in a nearly eightfold reduction of deployment speed, 

corresponding to 42 times lower energy, and therefore a 

significant reduction of end shock loads. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Storable Tubular Extensible Members (STEMs) are well 

known in the aerospace industry and broadly used as 

antennas, booms, manipulators, or actuators [1, 2, 3]. 

They are usually formed from a cylindrical tube of heat 

pre-treaded springy material such as steel, beryllium 

copper, CFRP or GFRP. Astronika specializes in creating 

STEMs from beryllium bronze and successfully applies 

them in mechanisms developed at the company [3]. The 

manufacturing process of a typical tubular boom 

produced in Astronika using a licensed patented method 

(application no 403660) is broadly described in [4] and 

schematically presented in Fig. 1. A thin strip of metal is 

formed into a cylindrical tube before being flattened out 

and rolled onto a reel which rotates perpendicularly to the 

tube’s axis. As a result, even a very long strip can be 

easily stored on a reel occupying an extremely small 

volume for the duration of launch. At the designated 

moment the deployment process commences: as the tape 

unwinds from the reel, it forms a thin-walled tube of 

desired length and high stiffness.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Production cycle of tubular boom both 

manufactured and applied in deployable structures by 

Astronika 

 

As presented in [2], there are two types of systems for 

deployable structures utilizing the tubular boom 

technology which are used in Astronika: 

• Leading reel (Fig. 2) – the storage reel is placed at 

the protruding front of the deployed boom, 

moving rotationally and linearly at the same time, 

• Fixed reel  (Fig. 3) – the storage reel is placed in 

the structure, rotates around a fixed axis, and does 

not move translationally during deployment. 

Although both types of designs suffer from high and 

uncontrolled deployment speed by nature, the problem 

has already been solved for the fixed reel type by an 

ingenious escapement-based mechanism introduced into 

the system [4]. The benefits stemming from its 

application have been proven in a device called the E-

ANTENNA, the features of which are summarised in [3]. 
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The experiences derived from E-ANTENNA gave rise to 

a product family of inertial dampers developed at 

Astronika. 

This paper describes an innovative damping system for 

deployment speed reduction which can easily be applied 

in both types of designs, particularly in the leading reel 

for the first time.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Subsequent stages of movement in “leading 

reel” deployment 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Subsequent stages of movement in “fixed 

reel” deployment 

 

CHALLENGES IN RADIO WAVE INSTRUMENT 

The Radio Wave Instrument (RWI) shown in Fig. 4 is a 

three-orthogonal dipole antenna and a part of the 

scientific experiment RPWI for ESA’s JUICE mission. 

The RWI uses 2.5m-long non-magnetic beryllium copper 

tubular booms with a diameter of 10 mm to measure three 

components of the high-frequency electric field within 

the range of 0.08 ÷ 45 MHz. The RWI will be located on 

the third and final segment of the deployable 

MAGBOOM, extending it away from the spacecraft’s 

magnetic disturbances. This location brought about strict 

requirements for a very compact and light solution that 

only a leading reel antenna type could handle. However, 

despite its unquestionable advantage of simplicity and 

lightness, this solution is characterized by adversely 

rapture deployment with uncontrolled speed. This feature 

generates dynamic disturbances towards the 

MAGBOOM and difficulty of keeping the storage reels 

attached to the booms at the end of deployment so that 

they never become space debris threatening to collide 

with the spacecraft. 

The first functional tests performed during the RWI 

breadboard test campaign in 2016, although successful, 

demonstrated that each RWI dipole antenna deployed at 

an average speed of 23 m/s and generated shocks up to 

90g at the end of its deployment. The storage reel carried 

~4.2 J of energy at the end of deployment, challenging to 

overcome by the attachment system keeping the reel 

firmly connected to the antenna boom end. 

This performance required a mitigation of some of the 

technical parameters, consisting in the implementation of 

a dedicated damper. 

 

DAMPING SYSTEM – PRINCIPLE OF 

OPERATION 

As a result of the team’s best efforts to improve RWI’s 

mechanical performance, an innovative passive damping 

system was developed and successfully implemented in 

the Qualification Model. Each of the six arms of QM 

RWI antennas were equipped with an oscillatory damper 

placed inside the storage reel. This solution has already 

been submitted to the Polish Patent Office under patent 

pending no. P430667. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. RWI QM during final integration at 

Astronika’s cleanroom 

 

The damper’s principle of operation can best be 

exemplified with linear movement. In the system 

presented schematically in Fig. 5 a shaft furnished with 

pins moves along an immovable guide, and can only 

perform linear movement in the direction indicated in the 

drawing. Similarly, the oscillator consisting of two 

cograils can move linearly with respect to the guide 

(direction marked in the drawing).  
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Figure 5. Diagram of inertial damping system for linear 

speed reduction  (left: isometric view, right: front view): 

1 – guide, 2 – oscillator, 3 – shaft, 4 – left oscillator 

cograil, 5 – right oscillator cograil, 6 – left shaft pin, 7 

– right shaft pin 

 

With the oscillator absent from the system, the shaft 

subjected to force F moves in the indicated direction (Fig. 

6) overcoming the forces of friction at the point of contact 

with the guide and achieving the final velocity Ve1 which 

is determined by the applied force. 

 

a)                      b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Linear system without damper: a) beginning 

of movement, b) end of movement  

 

After introducing a damper into the system the situation 

changes. The initial setting is presented in Fig. 7a – the 

oscillator is in the rightmost position, while the shaft is 

immobile in its uppermost position. Applying the force F 

to the shaft sets it into linear motion, causing 

simultaneously the left pin to slide along the side of one 

of the cog teeth of the left oscillator cograil which forces 

the oscillator’s linear movement left (Fig. 7b). This lasts 

until the oscillator reaches its leftmost position (Fig. 7c). 

The oscillator’s further movement, in the right direction 

this time, is forced by the right shaft pin sliding on a cog 

tooth of the right cograil (Fig 7d) and lasts until the 

oscillator reaches its rightmost position (Fig. 7e), nearly 

identical to the initial one presented in Fig. 7a. The 

system’s consequent movement follows the sequence 

presented in steps 7b ÷ 7e, until it reaches its final 

position (Fig. 7f), in which the shaft achieves its final 

velocity Ve2 << Ve1. By performing the reciprocating 

movement, the oscillator functions as an inertial speed 

damper in this system.  

 

a)        b)      c)         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d)        e)      f)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Linear system with damper – consecutive 

stages of movement 

 

The principles of operation described above can easily be 

transferred to rotational movement. In the system 

presented in Fig. 8 an immovable guide with a dowel is a 

rotational slide bearing for the reel and, simultaneously, 

a linear slide bearing for the oscillator equipped with 

cogwheels on both of its outer front surfaces. The reel is 

furnished with two pairs of pins working with the 

oscillator cogs. When the reel is set into motion, it causes 

the pins to slide on the oscillator cogs which pushes the 

oscillator alternately right and left, following a sequence 

akin to the one described above in 7b ÷ 7e. This damps 

the reels rotational speed, and the degree of damping is 
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based on a complex mathematical dependency and 

derives from: 

• Cog teeth geometry (slope and height), 

• Oscillator mass, 

• Reel mass, 

• Coefficient of friction between oscillator and 

guide,  

• Coefficient of friction between reel and guide,  

• Coefficient of friction between pin and cogs.  

 

 
 

Figure 8. Diagram of inertial damping system for 

rotational speed reduction: 1 – guide, 2 – reel, 3 – 

oscillator, 4 – left oscillator cogwheel, 5 right oscillator 

cogwheel, 6 – left reel pins, 7 – right reel pins, 8 – 

dowel 

 

The concept of inertial damping unit described above and 

shown in Fig. 8 is what Astronika’s team implemented in 

the RWI. To ensure the instrument’s functionality it was 

necessary to immobilize the guide with respect to the 

reel, as during tape unwinding both of these elements by 

nature perform simultaneously a translational and a 

rotational movement indicated with arrows in Fig.2, and 

without a creative solution the guide and the oscillator 

would rotate with the reel along a single axis. This 

relative immobilization was achieved by a grip presented 

in Fig. 9, which binds the guide with the surface of the 

deployed tubular boom mechanically with the use of a 

slider. The slider rolls on the tape’s surface permitting 

only a translational movement of the guide. The storage 

reel meanwhile performs simultaneously a translational 

and a rotational movement.  

 

 
 

Figure 9. Crucial damper element immobilizing the 

guide with respect to the reel: 1 – guide, 2 – grip, 3 – 

slider, 4 – tubular boom, 5 – storage reel  

 

DAMPING SYSTEM – TECHNICAL 

PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE 

Fig. 10 presents the subassembly of the RWI antenna 

storage reel integrated with an internal damping system. 

Fig. 11 shows it further mounted on one of the RWI 

antenna arms, captured with a high speed camera during 

deployment action. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. RWI antenna storage reel integrated with 

damper 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Inertial damping system during deployment 

of one of RWI tubular boom antennas 
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With: 

• The following geometry of the two elements of 

key importance for damper functionality (Fig. 

12): 

o Number of oscillator cog teeth: 8, 

o Tooth shape: triangular, 

o Tooth angle: 55°, 

o Pin external diameter: ø2.4 mm, 

o Pin conical angle: 15°, 

• the total mass of damper system (including the 

storage reel itself) ca. ~13g, 

• all material pairs cooperating frictionally: Vespel 

– titanium (except for the pair slider – tubular 

boom being Vespel – DLC-coated beryllium 

copper [5]), 

• input drive torque ca. 0.033 Nm, 

the enhanced performance of the RWI dipole antenna 

equipped with an inertial damping system is as follows: 

• nearly eightfold reduction of average deployment 

speed (2.9 m/s achieved versus 23 m/s in the RWI 

breadboard without damping unit), 

• forty-two times lower kinematic energy of 

deployed reel (0.1 J achieved versus 4.2 J in the 

RWI breadboard). The decrease in energy was not 

directly proportional to the squared value of the 

deployment speed because the reel mass increased 

due to the implementation of the damper (8g in 

RWI breadboard up to 13g in RWI QM). 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 12. Geometry of key damper elements: oscillator 

(top), pins (bottom) 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STEPS 

The inertial damping unit described above proved its 

functionality and reliability through the completion of 

lifetime tests consisting of 30 deployments in laboratory 

conditions, as well as through the RWI’s QM test 

campaign (26 successful deployments). These formal 

tests were additionally augmented with over 100 working 

actions on different copies of the dampers. None of the 

tests have ever ended in any mechanism disfunction. The 

application of the damping system in the RWI resulted in 

a significant reduction of both deployment speed and 

energy, and therefore facilitated very desirable end shock 

loads mitigation. 

 

Aside from being perfect for controlling the deployment 

of tubular booms, the system is also expected to find 

numerous other applications, and Astronika intends to 

make it available as an off-the-shelf product, particularly 

its improved version with active damping. This potential 

has also already been recognized by ESA, which is 

currently financing a technology development project 

Astronika is carrying out with OHB Systems AG. 

 

This is not the end of the mechanism’s ongoing 

development. The damper’s parameters can be further 

optimized to achieve the best possible performance of the 

system with given volume and mass conditions. Detailed 

dynamic analyses of the device will be performed as part 

of a Ph.D. research, based on which the optimum set of 

geometrical and material attributes will be selected.  
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